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Magnetoelectric materials have great potential to revolutionize electronic devices due to the

coupling of their electric and magnetic properties. Thickness varying La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO)/

PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) heterostructures were built and measured in this article by valence sensitive

x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The sizing effects of the heterostructures on the LSMO/PZT

magnetoelectric interfaces were investigated through the behavior of Mn valence, a property

associated with the LSMO magnetization. We found that Mn valence increases with both LSMO

and PZT thickness. Piezoresponse force microscopy revealed a transition from monodomain to

polydomain structure along the PZT thickness gradient. The ferroelectric surface charge may

change with domain structure and its effects on Mn valence were simulated using a two-orbital

double-exchange model. The screening of ferroelectric surface charge increases the electron

charges in the interface region, and greatly changes the interfacial Mn valence, which likely plays a

leading role in the interfacial magnetoelectric coupling. The LSMO thickness dependence was

examined through the combination of two detection modes with drastically different attenuation

depths. The different length scales of these techniques’ sensitivity to the atomic valence were used

to estimate the depth dependence Mn valence. A smaller interfacial Mn valence than the bulk was

found by globally fitting the experimental results. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

Magnetoelectric (ME) coupling refers to a material prop-

erty where the internal magnetic (electrical) orders could be

induced and controlled by external electrical (magnetic)

fields.1–6 Due to the likelihood that ME materials’ domains

can be switched and maintained at an atomic level with

reduced energy cost,7–11 faster, cheaper, and more sensitive

devices could be built by upgrading current media with strong

ME materials. Single-phase ME materials, however, are rare

and suffer from significant drawbacks (i.e., weak ME cou-

pling/low critical temperatures12). Strong ME coupling alter-

natively can occur at the interface of certain materials,13–15

one of which is the interface between La0.7Sr0.3MnO3

(LSMO) and PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT). La1�xSrxMnO3 exhibits a

rich phase diagram16,17 at varying doping level x. PZT is a

strong room temperature ferroelectric (FE) material. In recent

work on ME interfaces, a large magnetization modulation

was found by Lu et al.18 in La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 by switching

the FE polarization directions of a similar ferroelectric

BaTiO3 in La0.67Sr0.33MnO3/ BaTiO3 heterostructures. Vaz

et al. reported a large magnetoelectric coefficient in a

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/PZT bilayer and observed a change of Mn

valence under external electric fields.19 In addition to these

observations, Mn valence is also known to associate with the

LSMO magnetization.20 Believing this interfacial valence

modulation to potentially hold valuable information about the

magnetoelectric coupling, we sought to investigate size

effects on the interfacial Mn valence in magnetic LSMO

layer in LSMO /PZT heterostructures.

With the independent increase of either PZT or LSMO

thickness, the average Mn valence was found to increase in

our systems. To separate the Mn valence at the interfacial

layer with PZT from the bulk region of LSMO, we took

advantage of the drastically different attenuation length of

two techniques: valence sensitive21 x-ray absorption in

L-edge total electron yield (TEY) mode and K-edge fluores-

cence yield (FL) mode. The combination of these two modes

is extremely useful for depth-dependence/interfacial studies

and can be applied broadly to a wide range of heterostruc-

tures. Through the use of this method, we found an infusion
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of electron charges to the interfacial LSMO layer leading to

an interfacial Mn valence smaller than the bulk (þ3.3). As

the interfacial layer becomes a smaller portion of the average

signal as the film thickens, an increasing Mn valence with

LSMO thickness is observed. As both our theory and experi-

ments suggest, the independent increase of the Mn valence

with PZT thickness, however, is due to the change of PZT

polarization over the PZT thickness.22

To explain our experimental findings, a two-orbital dou-

ble-exchange model23 was used to simulate an LSMO (10

unit cell, �4 nm)/PZT system with consideration of both the

FE polarization and interface termination. Fig. 1 shows the

results when the PZT polarization points towards LSMO.

Because PZT polarization varies from 0 to approximately

100 lC/cm2,24 an equivalent surface charge Q of 0 to 1.0 e/

u.c. area (e: electron charge; u.c.: unit cell) was applied to

model the PZT polarization effect. Additionally, PZT has

alternating Zr0.2Ti0.8O2 and PbO planes. The Zr0.2Ti0.8O2

termination plane (as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a)) is

referred to as n-type termination and a PbO termination as

p-type. A neutral interface which is a mixture of half p-type

and half n-type was also simulated for comparison. These

planes are counted and labeled as the ith MnO2 plane from

the interface, where i¼ 1, 2,…,10. The Mn valence was

calculated from the Mn eg charge density from each plane

and is shown in Fig. 1(a) under four combined situations of

surface charge and termination. The Mn valence near the

interface (small i’s) is suppressed due to the large PZT sur-

face charge and gradually returns to nominal valence þ3.3

near the 7th MnO2 plane. While the simulated surface Mn

valence (i¼ 10) is around 3.3 or larger, the surface is

affected by the absence of apical oxygen coordination25 and

should be smaller due to higher 3z2-r2 orbital occupancy

than in the bulk.

Parameters that can be well predicted by this model are

the Mn valences close to the interface. The interfacial

valence modulation from n-type termination is relatively

small compared to that from large PZT polarization/surface

charge. Unlike the polarization effect whose direction can be

flipped, the termination could not be reversed after growth.

Fig. 1(b) displays the simulated results of Mn valence at

each MnO2 plane under varied surface charges Q with

neutral termination. The closer an MnO2 plane is to the inter-

face, the further the Mn valence is deviated from þ3.3. The

interfacial Mn valence also changes more when the polariza-

tion/surface charge is larger.

Based on the simulated results in Fig. 1(b), we devel-

oped a depth dependent Mn valence formula. Regardless of

the strength of PZT surface charge, Mn valence was found to

change exponentially from its interfacial value Vint to its

valence Vbulk in the central LSMO. The Mn valence at a

specific MnO2 plane can be universally expressed as

V zð Þ ¼ Vbulk 1� 1� Vint

Vbulk

� �
exp � t� z

Li

� �" #
; (1)

where Li is the characteristic length at which the valence

changes over the distance, t is the LSMO thickness (tLSMO),

and z is the distance from the LSMO surface to the specific

MnO2 plane. As seen in literature29 and discussed earlier, the

surface Mn valence is smaller than þ3.3. Another exponen-

tial term is added to Equation (1) to better represent the

depth dependent Mn valence

V zð Þ ¼
Vbulk

2
1� ae�z=Ls½ � þ Vbulk

2
1� be� t�zð Þ=Li

� �
; (2)

where a and b are the parameters that satisfy the boundary

conditions Vðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ Vsurf and Vðz ¼ tÞ ¼ Vint, Vsurf is the

Mn valence at the top MnO2 plane, and Ls is the characteris-

tic length over which the valence near the surface changes

by 1/e. The behavior of Li under different tLSMO was checked

by varying the lattice size in the simulations. Mn valence

was found to exhibit similar values and changes at the same

characteristic length Li for tLSMO> 1.2 nm at a constant PZT

polarization.

The above theoretical results nicely explain most of our

experimental observations. Several sets of measurements

were made on two samples with small thickness gradients,

though other similar samples and flat samples were also

measured to verify consistency. The sample scheme was

shown in Fig. 2 with exaggerated angles. Real samples have

FIG. 1. (a) Model results for plane resolved Mn valence for thin film of

LSMO with 10 MnO2 planes grown on PZT. Both effects of surface charge

Q (0 vs. 1.0 e/u.c. area, where e is the electron charge and u.c. stands for unit

cell) and polar interface (neutral vs. n-type) are shown. Index i denotes the

plane number counted from the interface. The inset illustrates the n-type

interface. The nominal Mn valence of þ3.3, based on the charge balance

(70% La3þMn3þO3
2� and 30% Sr2þMn4þO3

2� in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3), is

marked in pink for comparison. (b) Mn valence behavior under varied sur-

face charge Q with neutral interface.



a tLSMO from 0 to 3 nm in sample 1 and from 0 to 10 nm in

sample 2. The PZT thickness (tPZT) ranges from 0 to 300 nm

for both samples over a length of 0.6 cm. The thickness gra-

dient angles are smaller than 10�4 rad; thus, LSMO and PZT

thickness is approximately constant over the lm spot sizes

of the incident x-rays. This sample design provides a wide

range of FM and FE layer thickness while greatly reduces

growth and measurement variation, ideal for investigating

size effects. Characterization and growth information are in

the supplementary material.26

The Mn valence dependence on PZT thickness was stud-

ied in FL mode at beamline 10.3.2 of the Advanced Light

Source (ALS). K-edge Mn x-ray absorption spectra (XAS)

was measured at 0.4 nm, 1.2 nm, and 3.2 nm LSMO along

the PZT thickness gradient. Mn valences are calculated by

the linear combination method21 and presented as three sets

of data in Fig. 3. Below tPZT� 65 nm, Mn valence increases

with PZT thickness. Above tPZT� 65 nm, Mn valences are

relatively constant. This thickness dependence corresponds

well with PZT domain changes in this thickness range22 and

is similar to the steep polarization changes observed at ultra

thin PZT.27 Piezoresponse force microscopy was taken along

the PZT thickness gradient (supplementary material26). Thin

PZT is monodomain. When the PZT becomes thicker, the

ferroelectric domain directions transition from mostly out-

of-plane (e.g., c domain) to polydomain (a mixture of c and

in-plane a domains). Both domain structures are illustrated

schematically in the inset of Fig. 3. Single domain PZT has a

larger net surface charge. The surface charge for thick PZT

with polydomain decreases as some domains will be aligned

in the plane of the surface. Because the interfacial Mn va-

lence changes in response to the PZT surface charge as

shown in the simulation results in Fig. 1, the sharp increase

of Mn valence with PZT thickness in our experiment is very

likely due to the change of PZT polarization. This sensitivity

of Mn valence to PZT polarization was further confirmed

by poling PZT in opposite directions (supplementary

material26).

In order to estimate experimentally the charge modula-

tion on Mn at the LSMO/PZT interface, L-edge TEY and

K-edge FL XAS are measured along the LSMO thickness

gradient at a constant PZT thickness of 150 nm. TEY mode

measures the yield of electrons escaping from the sample

surface; FL mode collects the outgoing fluorescent light.

Because the incident x-rays at the Mn K-edge are ten times

more energetic than those at the Mn L-edge and the escape

depth of FL photons is drastically larger than that of elec-

trons, FL at Mn K-edge detects significantly deeper than

TEY measurements at Mn L-edge.28 For a rough estimation,

the electron mean free path29 predominantly determines the

TEY attenuation length. The reported mean free path for Mn

3s electrons was about 0.5 to 1.8 nm at Mn L-edge ener-

gies.30 The FL attenuation length is about 4 lm. After taking

into account the grazing angles in measurements, the FL

attenuation depth is about 0.2 lm. By taking advantage of

this difference in depth contributions, the depth dependent

and interfacial Mn valence could be estimated, as is elabo-

rated in the following paragraphs.

Mn L-edge XAS in TEY mode was taken at 80 K and at

a 30� grazing angle at beamline 6.3.1 of the Advanced Light

Source in California. The empirical ratio method commonly

used in electron energy loss spectroscopy31 was adopted to

determine the detected Mn valence for TEY measurements.

The detailed procedure is included in the supplementary ma-

terial.26 Mn XAS from Gilbert et al.32 were used as reference

to establish the numerical relationship between Mn valence

and L3/L2 ratio (shown in Fig. 4(a)). This established numeri-

cal relationship was then used to find the corresponding

valence value from the L3/L2 ratio of the measured Mn XAS.

The three Mn spectra in the inset of Fig. 4(a) were taken at

different LSMO and PZT thickness. Their distinct fine struc-

tures demonstrate dissimilar Mn valences. These thickness

dependent Mn valence values shown in Fig. 4(b) depend on

the weighted contributions of the individual Mn valence

from each MnO2 plane. XAS in TEY mode result from the

number of electrons escaped from the sample. Given the

electron mean free path k, the number of escaped electrons

originating from depth z to zþ dz is proportional33 to

exp ð�z=kÞdz where the depth z is the distance from the

surface to the MnO2 plane. If the LSMO thickness is t, the

weighted contribution of the MnO2 plane at depth z is

ðexp ð�z=kÞdzÞ=ð
Ð t

0
exp ð�z=kÞdzÞ. The measured valence

VTEYðtÞ is

VTEY tð Þ ¼

Xt

i¼1
V zið Þ

ðzi

zi�1

exp � z

k

� �
dzðt

0

exp � z

k

� �
dz

; (3)

where i stands for the ith unit cell, Zi is the distance from

the surface to the unit cell center, and V(zi) is the Mn va-

lence described in Equation (2).

To determine the depth dependence Mn valence values

experimentally, K-edge Mn data with longer attenuation

length are needed in addition to the surface sensitive L-edge

Mn data. Mn K-edge XAS in FL mode34 were taken at beam-

line 10.3.2 of the ALS. XAS from the buffer were subtracted

from all measured fluorescence spectra for a direct



comparison to the TEY results. Mn valences were obtained

by fitting the linear combination of Mn reference spectra.21

Because FL signal attenuates exponentially just as in TEY

mode, Equation (3) was adopted for VFLðtÞ, where the FL

attenuation length was used instead of the mean free path k
for TEY. Because the sample thickness is much less than the

FL attenuation length, the contribution from each MnO2

plane is approximately the same in the FL mode.

Depth dependent Mn valences were determined by glob-

ally fitting Equation (3) to the TEY and FL measurement

results with valence formula from Equation (2). In the fitting

procedure, all the parameters including the experimental

mean free path k, characteristic lengths Li and Ls , and va-

lence values Vsurf, Vbulk, and Vint were allowed to change and

were determined by searching for the smallest residuals. Our

results suggest that Ls is larger than Li . The fit resulted in a

mean free path k of approximately 2.5 u.c.¼ 1.0 nm, consist-

ent with the electron mean free path in LSMO.29 The best fit

gave surface, interface, and bulk valences of Vsurf� 2.0,

Vint� 2.52, and Vbulk� 3.36. The best fit curves are shown in

short dashed pink in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The fact that a better

fit could not be achieved suggests that there is likely some

thickness dependence in some of these parameters, such as

the surface and interface valence and length scales. Based on

our models and experimental data, such thickness depend-

ence seems to mainly occur over the first few unit cells of

the surface or interface and then saturate to a constant value,

very similar to the experimental data shown line in Figs. 4(b)

and 4(c). The deviation of the interfacial Mn valence from

the bulk value indicates an interface charge reconstruction.

This charge reconstruction confirms our theoretical simula-

tion results and consistent with our experimental results of

Mn valence dependence on PZT thickness. Shielding charges

for PZT polarization add electrons to the interface region

and lead to a smaller interfacial Mn valence. Polar disconti-

nuity may also play a role although it is challenging to sepa-

rate its contribution from the screening effects. Because

electrons are attracted to the interface from the bulk region,

the bulk Mn valence is slightly larger than 3.3.

In summary, thickness dependence studies of LSMO/

PZT heterostructures were carried out by measuring Mn

XAS along separate gradients of LSMO and PZT. Depth de-

pendent Mn valence is established and fitted to the thickness

dependent experimental data. Surface and interface Mn

valences were found smaller than the nominal Mn value of

þ3.3. PZT surface charge and polar interfaces are two fac-

tors that lead to the deviation of interfacial Mn valence. Due

to the linkage of Mn valence to LSMO magnetization, our

research agrees with the work of others19,35,36 that the

screening of ferroelectric surface charge is likely the leading

source of ME coupling at the interface. This hypothesis sup-

ports the report37 that putting trapped charges in proximity

of FM materials creates ME coupling effect. Our research

also suggest single domain PZT is optimum for a large ME

coupling effect to avoid in-plane domain structure. In addi-

tion to aiding the understanding of interfacial ME, deviations

in interfacial valence also play an important role in exchange

bias38 and magnetic dead layers.39 Because the influence of

interfacial properties (such as atomic valence) has general

implications well beyond the field of magnetoelectrics, depth

dependent studies dramatically affect our ability to under-

stand and enhance properties, and to explore interfacial

phenomena.
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